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Humans live longer (worldwide)
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East Asia leads the way
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Senescence and mortality are delayed

Source: Nature. 2010 Mar 25; 464(7288): 536–542. 
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We see more extremely old people
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But we also see more chronic diseases and disability
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Noncommunicable diseases take over
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Dementia is part of that
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Health care spending is on the rise
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Multiple conditions are common at older age
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Hypertension, diabetes, heart disease and cancer are prominent
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The projected increases in health care spendingare significant
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People are generally not well prepared
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Societal structures are changing
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More elderly people live alone or are in institutions
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Insurance currently does cover only 5% of the expenses



There is a role for insurance to play
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The protection gap is being recognised
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Hope and expectations for retirement years differ
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Insurers could (should) go beyond protection
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It’s not easy, but it’s an opportunity



Insurance companies’ vision statements are honourable
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We make the world more 

resilient

To help our customers achieve 

financial prosperity and peace 

of mind.

Our purpose is to actively protect and enhance 

people's lives.

Our mission is to be the first choice by delivering 

relevant and accessible insurance solutions

To be the Most Preferred 

Insurance Partner Providing 

Outstanding Solutions 

Helping people live safer, more 

secure lives.



• with consumers

• with regulators and other authorities

• and with society at large

The issue of ageing provides an opportunity to build trust
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• …being a transparent partner in the ecosystem

• …aligning our propositions with (varied) consumers’ 

exposures, wants and needs

– by thinking beyond protection

– by being creative and focused in enhancing the 

customer journey

– by using technology and data to the customer’s 

advantage

We can cease this opportunity by…
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Legal notice
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© 2017 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You are not permitted to create any modifications 

or derivative works of this presentation or to use it for commercial or other public purposes 

without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.

The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of 

the presentation and are subject to change without notice. Although the information used 

was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy 

or comprehensiveness of the details given. All liability for the accuracy and completeness 

thereof or for any damage or loss resulting from the use of the information contained in this 

presentation is expressly excluded. Under no circumstances shall Swiss Re or its Group 

companies be liable for any financial or consequential loss relating to this presentation.
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